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ABSTRACT
Many models of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) involve a shell expanding at extreme relativistic speeds.

The shell of material expands in a photon-quiet phase for a period and then becomes gamma-rayt0active, perhaps due to inhomogeneities in the interstellar medium or the generation of shocks. Based on
kinematics, we relate the envelope of the emission of the event to the characteristics of the photon-quiet
and photon-active phases. We initially assume local spherical symmetry wherein, on average, the same
conditions prevail over the shellÏs surface within angles the order of !~1, where ! is the Lorentz factor
for the bulk motion. The contribution of the curvature to the temporal structure is comparable to the
contribution from the overall expansion. As a result, GRB time histories from a shell should have an
envelope similar to ““ FRED ÏÏ (fast rise, exponential decay) events in which the rise time is related to the
duration of the photon-active phase and the fall time is related to the duration of the photon-quiet
phase. This result depends only on local spherical symmetry and, since most GRBs do not have such
envelopes, we introduce the ““ shell symmetry ÏÏ problem: the observed time history envelopes of most
GRBs do not agree with that expected for a relativistic expanding shell.

Although FREDs have the signature of a relativistic shell, they may not be due to a single shell, as
required by some cosmological models. Some FREDs have precursors in which the peaks are separated
by more than the expansion time required to explain FRED shape. Such a burst is most likely explained
by a central engine ; that is, the separation of the multiple peaks occurs because the central site produced
multiple releases of energy on timescales comparable to the duration of the event. Alternatively, there
still could be local spherical symmetry of the bulk material, but with a low ““ Ðlling factor ÏÏ ; that is, only
a few percent of the viewable surface (which is already very small, 4n!~2) ever becomes gamma-ray
active.

Long complex bursts present a myriad of problems for the models. The duration of the event at the
detector is The long duration cannot be due to large since it requires too much energy toDt0/(2!2). t0,sweep up the interstellar medium. Nor can it be due to small ! if the time variation is due to ambient
objects, since the density of such objects is unreasonable (D1018!~4 pc~3 for typical parameters). Long
events must explain why they almost always violate local spherical symmetry or why they have low
Ðlling factors.

Both precursor and long complex events are likely to be ““ central engines ÏÏ that produce multiple rel-
eases of energy over D100 s. One promising alternative scenario is one in which the shell becomes
thicker than the radius of the curvature within !~1. Then it acts as a parallel slab, eliminating the prob-
lems associated with local spherical symmetry.
Subject headings : gamma rays : bursts È radiative transfer

1. INTRODUCTION

Although gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) have been observed
and studied for nearly 25 years, little has been concluded
about the source of the bursts. In particular, their distance
could be either cosmological or galactic(Paczyn� ski 1995)

The presence of photons well above the pair(Lamb 1995).
production threshold (e.g., 18 GeV; et al. hasHurley 1995)
deepened the mystery ; only extreme relativistic motion will
allow the escape of such radiation. The predicted amount of
relativistic motion depends on estimates of the distance to
and the size of the source. The accepted method of estimat-
ing the size is to use the temporal variations in the time
histories together with causality arguments to set an upper
limit. Originally estimated the Lorentz !Schmidt (1978)
factor based on the lack of observed photon-photon attenu-
ation and the causality argument that the size of an object is
limited to where the time is the duration of a peakc*T

p
, *T

pwithin a burst [Here the Lorentz ! is (1[ b2)~1@2, where

1 efenimore=lanl.gov.

b \ v/c and v is the bulk speed of radiating particles.] Using
assumes a static location for the emitting surface.c*T

pWhen it became clear that GRBs could be at cosmo-
logical distances (see et al. the resultingMeegan 1992),
energy release (1051 ergs s~1) implied a relativistic expand-
ing shell. et al. and Epstein, &Fenimore (1992) Fenimore,
Ho estimated the Lorentz ! factor based on a rela-(1993a)
tivistic expanding shell with a size of This sizeD2!2c*T

p
.

implies that the central site acts as a ““ central engine ÏÏ for
the burst, ejecting material in a Ñuctuating series of shells
that cause the peaks within the burst. & ReesMe� sza� ros

suggested that there is only a single release of energy(1992)
at the central site resulting in one shell. In these models, a
single shell of expanding material becomes the source of
gamma rays. In this paper, we investigate ways that Ñuctua-
tions in the time history can be related to the size of the
emitting surface of a relativistic expanding shell. We will
base our restrictions on kinematic considerations. This
complements analyses based on hydrodynamic timescales
(see, e.g., & Rees & PiranMe� sza� ros 1993 ; Sari 1995).
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FIG. 1.ÈThe diversity of GRB time histories. (a) Burst 1546 is a sharp
single spike with a similar rise and fall time. (b) Burst 1885 is a FRED (fast
rise, exponential decay). A relativistic shell can appear to the observer as a
FRED, although the decay phase is actually a power law rather than
exponential. (c) Burst 2856 is a long complex burst. Note that the spikes are
about the same size at the beginning as at the end.

A superrelativistic, expanding shell is a common scenario
for cosmological models, since many energy release mecha-
nisms occur at the dynamic timescale for compact objects (a
small fraction of a second) Shemi, & Narayan(Piran, 1993 ;

& Rees &Katz 1994 ; Me� sza� ros 1993 ; Shemi 1994 ; Piran
Shemi or over a few seconds & Rees1993) (Me� sza� ros 1994 ;

& Me� sza� ros However, GRBs often displayRees 1994).
chaotic time histories that last many seconds and have
rapid variations on timescales that are small compared to
the duration of the event. Thus, although the energy re-
leased at the central site produces material that expands

steadily outward, the photon production is not constant.
shows the diversity of GRB time histories observedFigure 1

by the Burst And Transiant Source Experiment (BATSE).
Many GRBs have somewhat simple temporal structure,
either single spikes such as in Figure 1a or a fast rise, expo-
nential decay (or FRED; see Fig. 1b). Other bursts show a
series of complex peaks, as in Figure 1c. From each burst,
one can estimate a timescale of variation at each point*T

p
,

within the burst. For example, the complicated burstT
p2856 shows numerous peaks with of D1s for about 150*T

ps (see Fig. 1c). We denote the time of onset of a peak as T
p
.

Although statistics or temporal resolution might hide the
true number of peaks in burst 2856, detailed Ðtting with a
generalized pulse shape demonstrates that GRB pulse width
average D0.6 s, so most of the individual peaks seen in
bursts are probably distinct entities et al.(Norris 1996).

Clearly, the rate of photon production is not related
directly to either the short timescale of the energy release

few seconds) or the area of an expanding shell ; the time([a
histories do not follow an envelope that scales as T

p
2.

Rather, the photon production within the expanding shell
must vary due to other reasons. For example, the expanding
shell might run into the interstellar medium (ISM), resulting
in temporal variations & Rees Other(Me� sza� ros 1993).
models hypothesize that the gamma rays result from
ambient photons that are up scattered by the relativistic
particles. The temporal variations could be due to the varia-
tions in the ambient photon density that might be found
near an active galactic nucleus (AGN) et al.(Epstein 1993)
or a collapsed core of a globular cluster (Shemi 1994 ;

& Dar Alternatively, the growth and decay ofShaviv 1995).
relativistic shocks within the shell could produce the
observed rapid time variations & Rees(Me� sza� ros 1994).

In this paper, we seek to explain the overall envelope of
GRB time histories. Given the variety of models that have
been suggested, we must cover many possibilities. The
reader needs to be aware that, since this paper addresses the
wide range of suggested explanations for the time structure,
di†erent (or even conÑicting) assumptions will be made in
di†erent parts of the paper. In we develop the general° 2
technique for relating emission of the shell to the observ-
ations. In we present Ðve di†erent scenarios (with di†er-° 3
ent underlying assumptions) that could explain some
substructure within the bursts and/or the overall duration
of events. In we analyze particular types of GRB time° 4
histories in terms of the scenarios discussed in ° 3. In
general, it is not possible to explain the diversity of GRB
time histories with a single set of consistent assumptions.

2. EFFECTS OF DURATION AND THICKNESS ON

TIME STRUCTURE

Consider a single, relativistic, expanding shell character-
ized by the Lorentz factor ! associated with the bulk
motion. We will assume that all motion is radial and that
the shell is spherically symmetric in the frame of the explo-
sion. In fact, the symmetry of expansion matters only over
angles the order of a few times !~1 ; beaming prevents us
from observing other regions of the shell. Furthermore, the
relatively large Lorentz factor associated with GRBs causes
important di†erences with other situations involving rela-
tivistic motion such as AGNs. Consider the case in which
the shell is not spherically symmetric but rather is a jet of
angular width (as assumed by several authors, e.g.,h

B& Pier When the Lorentz factor is small, it isKrolik 1991).
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likely that an observer will see an edge of a jet rather than
be positioned directly within and see the jet head on. Theh

Bopposite is true when the Lorentz factor is very large. The
chances that one sees the side of the jet is the probability
that the angle of the observer line of sight is larger than h

Bbut smaller than This probability is abouth
B
] !~1.

Given the large energy release (D1050 ergs s~1)(h
B
!)~1.

and large size ( ? 1015 cm), it seems unlikely that there is a
mechanism that can routinely conÐne to pencil beamsh

Bmuch smaller than !~1. When the Lorentz factor is large,
an observer either views the material head on or probably
will not see the source at all. One cannot treat GRBs with
large Lorentz factors as the edges of a jet. Thus, we assume
““ local spherical symmetry ÏÏ in which the outÑowing
material is essentially symmetric about our line of sight on
angular scales of D!~1.

It is important to recognize that time variability of
photon emission can be characterized in three di†erent
ways, leading to three di†erent timescales. First, one can
measure time in the detectorÏs (or ““ laboratory ÏÏ) rest frame
(DRF). We will ignore any potential motion of the explo-
sion site in our rest frame such as the motion due to the
expansion of the universe ; these e†ects are small compared
to the e†ects due to the bulk motion. Thus, the DRF is the
same as the rest frame of the explosion. The DRF quantities
are denoted without a prime. For example, t is the time in
the DRF as measured from the initial release of energy at
the central site. Second, one can measure the ““ proper ÏÏ time
in the comoving frame (CMF) of the shell. We denote quan-
tities measured in the CMF with a prime (e.g., t@). The quan-
tities in the DRF and CMF are related to each other
through a Lorentz transformation. The third timescale con-
cerns how time is measured in the DRF. The rest-frame
time, t, is determined by clocks placed at each point within
the frame, and therefore it is impossible to measure in prac-
tice. Rather, a detector is placed at one point to observe

temporal variations. This third time we refer to as the
““ arrival ÏÏ time (denoted by capital letters, e.g., T ). In prac-
tice, the arrival time, the time as in is the onlyFigure 1,
timescale observed. The arrival time, T , is related to the
DRF time as T \ (1[ b cos h)t B t/(2!2) (if there is a
single expanding shell). Here h is the angle of the motion of
the emitting region with respect to the direction to the
observer. Thus, when one states that GRBs last tens of
seconds and have microsecond time variations, one is
actually referring to arrival time, not the time in the CMF
or the DRF. The initial explosion is at time T \ t \ 0 and
forms a shell that expands as r \ vt. Since in most models
the gamma-rayÈemitting phase does not start at the time of
the initial explosion, one does not know where to place
T \ 0. At radius the shell begins to emit gammar0\ vt0,
rays. These initial photons arrive at the detector at a time
we denote at If is large, cannot be neglected inT0. r0 t0calculations. In we discuss how we use the results of this° 4,
paper to assign when the initial explosion might have
occured.

Note that we deÐne all times, T , t, and t@, to be measured
from the initial energy release, so that a peak arriving,
say, 30 s after the Ðrst gamma rays occurs at time T

p
\

s.T0] 30

2.1. T imescales from T hickness and Duration
An observer viewing a spherically symmetric, rela-

tivistically expanding shell from the vantage point of a
single position ““ sees ÏÏ a shape deÐned by the photons that
arrive at the observer at the same time. These photons orig-
inate from a prolate ellipsoid After arrival time(Rees 1966).
T , the semimajor axis is !2vT , the semiminor axis is !vT ,
and the eccentricity is b. In the rest frame of the detector,
the distance from the center of the explosion to the point
closest to the detector is v(1] b)!2T B 2!2cT (see Fig. 2).
The curvature within !~1 is small, and previous papers

FIG. 2.ÈThe surface that produces photons from a relativistically expanding shell as seen simultaneously by a distant observer. The observer is located at
right at inÐnity. The shell originated at point O. Dotted lines at and r3 represent hypothetical distances at which shells could produce photons. ! is ther1, r2,Lorentz gamma factor of the expansion, and T is the photon arrival time in the detector counted from the moment of the beginning of the explosion.
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have neglected it. However, we will show that the curvature
has temporal e†ects that are comparable to the temporal
e†ects of the overall expansion. To understand this, one
must distinguish temporal e†ects associated with the dura-
tion of the emission in the DRF from those e†ects associ-
ated with the thickness of the emitting region in the DRF.

Consider a shell with thickness (as measured in the*r
ADRF) that emits for a duration *t from time to (seet1 t2At time photon ““ A ÏÏ is emitted from the leadingFig. 3). t1,edge of a shell with Ðnite thickness, and photon ““ B ÏÏ is

emitted from the trailing edge. At time photons ““ a ÏÏ andt2,““ b ÏÏ are emitted from the leading and trailing edge, respec-
tively. Since the edges are moving at speed v (very close to
c), the photons emitted from the same edge of the shell but
at di†erent times (i.e., ““ A ÏÏ and ““ a ÏÏ) arrive at the detector
separated in time by (1[ b)(t2[ t1) B (2!2)~1*t \
(2!)~1*t@. Thus, the emission from single shells appears to
be compressed in arrival time to be 2!2 times shorter than
in the DRF and 2! times shorter than in the CMF.

In contrast, a thick shell emits photons simultaneously (in
the DRF) from opposite edges. (e.g., photons ““ A ÏÏ and ““ B ÏÏ
in which arrive at the detector separated in time byFig. 3)

Thus, the emitting region of a GRB with D1 s peaks*r
A

/c.
must not have been thicker than 1 light-second in the DRF.
One can conclude that at no time throughout either burst in
Figures 1a or 1c was the thickness of the emitting region
greater than approximately a light-second. We draw this
conclusion in general for GRBs ; at no time can the regions
emitting photons have a line-of-sight width greater than the
observed width of the peaks. Since the expanding shell is

in size, the width of the peaks requires the emittingD2!2T0region to be very thin : which is*r
A
/r0D *T0(2!2T0)~1,

about 10~2!~2 when is as large as hundreds of seconds.T0Duration of emission, therefore, causes a peak to appear
to be (2!2)~1 times shorter in arrival time as it is in the
DRF, while thickness of the emitting region causes a peak
that appears to the detector as it was emitted in the rest
frame. For this reason, even a small thickness in the emit-
ting region can have a great e†ect on the observed time
histories. The delay due to the curvature is a thickness e†ect

in The curvature is D!~2 times smaller than the(d
c

Fig. 3).

FIG. 3.ÈThe distinction between duration and thickness. A shell with
thickness emits photons ““ A ÏÏ and ““ B.ÏÏ After time *t, photons ““ a ÏÏ and*r

A““ b ÏÏ are emitted. The thickness e†ects are determined by photons ““ A ÏÏ and
““ B,ÏÏ whereas duration e†ects are determined by photons ““ A ÏÏ and ““ a.ÏÏ
Duration e†ects are contracted by !2, whereas thickness e†ects are not.
Thus, the delay due to the curvature is not contracted.(d

c
)

radius, but thickness e†ects are not compressed in time as
duration e†ects are. The expansion is a duration e†ect and
is compressed by 2!~2. Thus, the curvature has an impact
comparable to the expansion.

2.2. Special Case : An InÐnitely T hin Shell
The simplest scenario that demonstrates the e†ect of the

curvature is an inÐnitely thin shell that expands in a
photon-quiet stage and then emits photons for some time t

bin the DRF, where is the duration of the gamma-activet
bphase. It is clear from that the shell of materialFigure 1

does not emit constantly, especially for complex bursts. To
describe this analytically, let us deÐne a photon production
rate on the shell that varies as position and time. Let P(h, /,
t)dt be the number Ñuence (in units of photons cm~2)
emitted at location h, / between time t and t ] dt. The
general expression for the Ñux (in units of photons cm~2
s~1) in the bandpass to observed between T andE1 E2T ] dt is

V (T ) \ 1
D2
Q
ellip

P
E1"

E2" '(E@)
*

P(h, /, t)"~2 dE@ dA , (1)

where

"\ !(1 [ b cos h) , (2)

D is the distance to the observer, and the surface di†erential,
dA, lies on the surface of the prolate ellipsoid that produces
photons that arrive at time T \ t/(2!2). The spectrum of
the emission in the comoving frame of the shell is '(E@). The
"~1 term accounts for the beaming that occurs when one
transforms from the rest frame of the expanding shell to the
rest frame of the detector. Let then the"0\ !(1 [ b),
factor gives the relative boost of the rest-frame spec-"/"0trum between those photons that arrive Ðrst (i.e., and at"0)time T (i.e., "). We assume that the emission in the com-
oving frame of the shell is isotropic.

We try Ðrst to make the most narrow time structure pos-
sible by assuming that an inÐnitely thin shell becomes uni-
formly photon active for an inÐnitesimal time dt, i.e., P(h, /,

Previously, we assumed local sphericalt)\ P0 d(t [ t0).symmetry for the outÑowing material. Here, by assuming
that P(h, /, t) is independent of (h, /), we are adding the
additional assumption of local spherical symmetry for the
conversion of bulk energy into gamma rays. We will relax
this assumption later. The distance from the initial explo-
sion to a point on the ellipsoid deÐned by the angle h, isrel,The surface that corresponds to therel\ vt(1[ b cos h)~1.
d-function emission is characterized in arrival time as

r0 \ vT0
1 [ b

\ vT
1 [ b cos h

, (3)

such that

cos h \ 1 [ (T /T 0)(1[ b)
b

, (4)

and

"\ T /T0
(1 ] b)!

. (5)

The dA in is the same as the dA of a sphericalequation (1)
shell facing the observer ; that is,

dA\ 2nr02 sin h cos h dh . (6)
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Using equation (3),

dA\ nr02
!2T0

dT \ 4n!2c2T0 dT . (7)

The resulting time variation for a single shell emitting for a
short time period, as seen by the observer, is

Vd(T )dT \
70
t!4`aP0

AT
T0

B~a~2
T0 dT

if T \ T0 ,

if T [ T0 ,

(8a)

(8b)

where we have assumed that the rest-frame photon number
spectrum is a power law with index [a, and t is the con-
stant,

t\ 24`a c2 n
D2

P
E1

E2
E~a dE . (9)

Since the emission is assumed to occur at a single radius,
changes in ! (such as slowing down in the ISM) do not
a†ect the shape.

As long as h D !~1 is small, the time variation in Vd(T )
depends only on the shape is shown in forT /T0 ; Figure 4a
a \ 1.5. Note that the shape depends on where T is deÐned
to be zero, which is when the central explosion occurred.
The FWHM of varies from to as aVd(T ) 0.26T0 0.19T0varies from 1 to 2. Thus, the shape expected for a single shell
that turns on is rather universal : it has a weak dependency
on the spectral shape. For the purposes of examples in this
paper, we will use a \ 1.5 such that the FWHM of Vd(T ) D

This shape is similar to the time histories of the0.22T0.GRBs referred to as FREDs, which are characterized by
their fast rise times and long tails. We propose that FREDs
result from an expanding shell that emits from a small range
of times at Although called ““ FREDs,ÏÏ according tot0.the tail is not exponential but T ~a~2. If allequation (8)
bursts were FRED-like, then relativistic shells that turn on
after a time would explain easily theT0\ t0(2!2)~1
envelope of emission.

2.3. InÐnitely T hin Shells Emitting for Finite T ime
The shape was derived assuming that P(h, /, t) wasVd(T )

a d-function. More complex envelopes can be found as
weighted sums of For example, as the bulk materialVd(T ).
converts its energy to gamma rays, ! should decrease. We
assume that !(T ) can be approximated as !0(Te

/T0)~f,
where is the time of emission. If P(h, /, t) has localT

espherical symmetry [\P(T )] and is constant from(\P0)to and zero otherwise, thent \T0 2!2 t \T' 2!2

V (T ) \ t
P
T0

T
!4`a(T

e
)
AT
T
e

B~a~2
P(T

e
)T

e
dT

e
, (10)

such that

0 if T \ T0 , (11a)

t!04`aP0
u

T u [ T 0u
T 0~4fT a`2 if T0 \ T \ T' , (11b)

t!04`aP0
u

T 'u [ T 0u
T 0~4fT a`2 if T [ T' , (11c)

V (T ) \g
where

u\ a [ (4] a)f] 4 . (12)

FIG. 4.ÈTime history expected from a relativistic shell that generates
gamma rays after expanding in a gamma-quiet phase for time (a) TheT0.shape is a fast rise with a power-law decay. The width of the time structure
is proportional to the time spent in the gamma-quiet phase. Dotted lines
show a possible time history if only a single small patch on the shell
becomes active. (b) Relative boosting of the photons from the frame co-
moving with the shell. Photons at the peak of the time history originate
from the portion of the shell that is closest to the observer. Photons from
the decay phase originate o† axis, and the Lorentz boost is smaller by
T /T0.

If ! decreases to then!min,
fD ln (!0/!&)/ln (T'/T0) , (13)

where is the ! at Below we argue that ! cannot!& T'.
vary much because the observed peaks are often about the
same width at the end of the burst as at the beginning. Thus,
f is probably small. For small this envelope is a pulseT0,with a rise that follows DT 2~4(a`f) and a fall that follows
T ~a~2. Other functions for P(T ) can give sharper rises. For
example, if the shell runs into some material such that P(T )
is a linearly increasing function from to then theT0 T',
pulse can rise as DT 3~4(a`f). If the falling density cause
P(T ) to decrease with T , then the pulse will rise slower than
T 2~4(a`f).

2.4. InÐnitely T hin Shells Emitting at Multiple Radii
Many bursts do not have a simple FRED-like shape but

consist of many peaks. One could have emission at multiple
radii ; that is, have the shell emit at multiple times To(T

p
).

investigate multiple radii, one can add functions like
with replaced with A visual inspection ofequation (8) T0 T

p
.

the BATSE catalog of multiple-peaked time histories
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reveals that usually peaks have about the same duration at
the beginning of the burst as near the end of the burst ; that
is, is roughly constant for a burst (see e.g.,*T

p
Fig. 1c).

Equation (8) predicts that peaks should become progres-
sively wider (i.e., the FWHM is and plus timeaT

p
T
p
\ T0from the Ðrst gamma-ray peak). If peaks all originate with a

large the amount that the peaks widen will be smaller,T0,but then each peak must already be wide. This is not
observed (see discussion of burst 219 in Note that° 4).

so the value of ! does not a†ect how the peaksT /T
p
\ t/t

p
,

become progressively wider.

3. RELATING PHYSICAL SIZE TO TEMPORAL STRUCTURE

Except for FREDs, single inÐnity thin shells do not
predict complex time histories (see In this section, we° 2).
lift the assumption that the conversion of the bulk motion
into gamma rays is locally spherically symmetric. The thick-
ness and the angular extent of the resulting emitting regions
as well as the duration of emission all contribute to form the
time histories. We will now look at Ðve di†erent scenarios
and how the observed time structure (e.g., pulse widths and
the burst duration) can be related to the physical size of the
emitting region.

3.1. Simultaneous Conditions
A shell expanding outward could become photon active,

turning on and o† because the appropriate conditions for
photon production occur at roughly the same time. Such
regions might occur in models of a shell sweeping up the
ISM or internal shock growth. In this case, causality con-
siderations do not limit the size of the regions ; a shell
sweeping forward may become photon active at the same
time in regions whose size is not limited by ct@. Let be*r

Mthe length of the arc that becomes photon active. Assuming
for simplicity that the active region is near the x-axis in

then the duration of the pulse is reduced fromFigure 2,
to The width is roughly the same for0.22T

p
DT

p
(*ro/2r0)2.a patch !~1 away from the x-axis as well. For example,

assume that the arc responsible for the peak in isFigure 4a
only active for a small range of distances not near the
x-axis. The dotted lines in Figure 4a represent the possible
peak shape if only a single patch is active during the d-
function emission. The width of the patch can be adjusted to
maintain a roughly constant peak width. If is the width*T

pof the peak at time in the time history, then, for theT
pdesired to be observed by the detector, must be*T

p
*r

M

limited to

*r
M

[ 2c!(T
p
*T

p
)1@2 . (14)

This predicts that should scale as whereas often*T
p

*r
M
2/T

p
,

peaks have the same width throughout the burst. Since
there is no apparent reason why should scale as it*r

M
T

p
1@2,

seems unlikely that the patch size, alone, gives the temporal
width of the peaks.

3.1.1. Simultaneous Conditions and Burst Substructure

The angular size, and the width of each of the emit-*r
M
,

ting regions, and the duration of emission *t are all*r
A
,

constrained by the measured duration of the peaks, *T
p
.

The upper limits of each of these quantities, *t are*r
M
, *r

A
,

*r
M,'\ 2!c(T

p
*T

p
)1@2 , (15a)

*r
A,'\ c*T

p
, (15b)

*t'\ 2!2*T
p

. (15c)

We deÐne three quantities, which are the*T*rM, *T*rA, *T*t,components of the peak time contributed by*T
p

*r
M
, *r

A
,

and *t, respectively. summarizes these quantitiesTable 1
for each of the scenarios discussed. For a single shell that
develops photon-emitting regions simultaneously, these
three quantities are

*T*rM \ *r
M
2

4!2c2T
p

, (16a)

*T*rA \ *r
A
/c , (16b)

*T*t\ *t/2!2 . (16c)

From it is evident that must be sub-equation (16), *r
Mstantially larger than for the curvature of the expanding*r

Ashell to have a signiÐcant e†ect on the time histories. If the
radius of emission were large (for example, s), theT0D 100
patch spanned by light-seconds would be essen-*r

M
\ 2

tially a planar region causing a d-function emission in the
detector. A of 2 light-seconds, however, will cause a*r

Apeak 2 s long in the detector.
3.1.2. Simultaneous Conditions and Burst Duration

The scaling of peaks within a burst does not generalize to
the scaling of the complete burst time histories. Figure 5
shows an example of a mapping between the times for emis-
sion for various patches in the detector rest frame and their
arrival at the detector. The gamma-ray arrival at the detec-
tor is sensitive to the angular o†set from the line of sight at
which the patch develops. The dashed lines represent the
actual radii at which the patches reside. The solid lines

TABLE 1

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE ARRIVAL TIME OF PHOTONS FROM DURATION OF EMISSION AND

THICKNESS OF EMITTING REGIONS IN VARIOUS SCENARIOS

Parameter Patches Seed Growth Ambient Objects

*T*t . . . . . . .
*t
2!2

*t
2!2

*ramb
2!2c

*T*rA . . . . . .
*r

A
c

c
s
@ *t
c!2

min (*r
A
, *ramb)

c

*T*rM . . . . . .
*r

M
2

4!2c2T
c
s
@ *t2

4!6c2(T ] T0)
*ramb2

4!2c2T

*T
p

. . . . . . . max
G*r

A
c

,
*t
2!2

,
*r

M
2

4!2c2T
H *t

!2
CA1

2

B2
]
Ac

s
@
c
B2D1@2

*T*rM or *T*rA a

a Depends on if object is collapsible or not ; see text.
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FIG. 5.ÈThe relationship between observed time structure and the structure of the emitting region for the single, thin-shell model of the relativistic
expansion. In the top panel, the elliptical curves are the surfaces that produce gamma rays that are seen at the same time as the detector. Five gamma-rayÈ
emitting regions produce peaks. The width of the individual peaks is related to the size of the individual emitting regions. The overall duration of the event is
related to the overall size of the expansion.

represent the locus of points from which emitted photons
arrive at the observer at the same time. Any di†erence in
distance along the line-of-sight path, that the two*dlos,photons are emitted in the rest frame of the detector
requires a time to travel. Thus, even a small distance*dlos/co† axis for a location of a patch can have a great e†ect on
the time history.

Compare the photons emitted from site 2 to those from
site 3. Site 2 photons were emitted at a smaller radius and
thus earlier than site 3, but they will arrive later because of
their angular o†set. Likewise, those emitted from site 4 and
site 5 will arrive at the observer at the same time, even
though site 4 photons were emitted signiÐcantly earlier. The
degree by which the peaks may be scrambled can be seen in

The region of the ellipsoid that is far from the lineFigure 2.
of sight corresponds to photons that were emitted at T /2

earlier than photons emitted along the line of sight. Thus,
the order of the peaks can be scrambled by DT /2.

The order of arrival of the peaks is a function of both the
time of emission and angular o†set, and it is not possible to
solve this inverse problem of peak order in the CMF (or the
DRF) with certainty.

One conclusion that may be drawn from this analysis is
that a shell cannot decelerate signiÐcantly during photon
emission, otherwise a noticeable evolution in the time
history would occur. In the values in BATSEFigure 1, *T

pburst 2856 remain relatively constant throughout the burst.
Since either there is a negative correlationT

p
P *t/!2,

between *t and !2 or *t and !2 do not change signiÐcantly
throughout the burst. If the widths of peaks in any given
GRB do not change by more than a factor of 3 or 4, ! must
not change by more than a factor of 2 within a given burst.
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et al. reports that peaks vary only from 10 msNorris (1996)
to 2 s in bright bursts, implying that ! cannot change by
more than 105@2 from burst to burst in all scenarios in which
*t P !~2.

3.2. Perturbation Growth
In this second scenario, a gamma-emitting region grows

from a seed in the CMF at speed In contrast to thec
s
@ . ° 3.2,

source size is limited by causality because the perturbation
grows at a Ðnite signal speed. & Loeb discussWoods (1995)
such growth, although only on the surface of the shell rather
than in three dimensions within the shell. First we examine
seed growth in the context of forming the substructure of a
burst, and then we consider how multiple seeds can form
the complete time history of a GRB.

3.2.1. Perturbation Growth and Burst Substructure

Suppose that a perturbation grows at a speed for a timec
s
@

*t@ in the comoving frame. After a time *t@, the perturbation
has grown in three dimensions to the size

*r
M
@ D *r

A
@ D c

s
@ *t@ . (17)

The gamma rays from this region will be emitted over both
a range of times, spanning *t@, and a range of radii, *r

A
@ ,

along the line of sight toward the detector. We look at how
these e†ects couple to determine the mapping from the
DRF to the detectorÏs arrival time.

The duration of the seed growth will map in the same
manner as duration has mapped in all situations (see Fig. 3
and ° 2.1) :

*T*t \
1

2!2 *t \ 1
2!

*t@ . (18)

The thickness of the perturbation in the DRF will deter-
mine the time di†erence between two photons emitted at
the same time in the DRF at the front and back of the shell
(see The maximum thickness of a patch that growsFig. 3).
for a comoving time *t@ at speed isc

s
@

*r
A

\ *r
A
@ !~1 \ c

s
@ *t@!~1 \ c

s
@ *t!~2 . (19)

Thus, the maximum time spread due to thickness is

*T*rA \ *r
A

c
\ c

s
@
c

*t!~2 . (20)

In this scenario, which leads to*r
M
@ D*r

A
@ ,

*T*rM \ c
s
@ *t2

4!6c2T
p

, (21)

which we can neglect.
We assume that the timescales from and add*T*rA *T*tin quadrature to produce the observed peak :

*T
p
\ *t

!2 [(1/2)2] (c
s
@/c)2]1@2 . (22)

3.2.2. Perturbation Growth and Burst Duration

The perturbations occurring in di†erent locations on the
expanding shell emit peaks whose order of arrival at the
detector is a†ected by the angular o†set from the line of
sight to the detector in much the same way as those from
simultaneous patches (see Again, this o†set can° 3.1.2).
scramble the arrival of the peaks by as much as inT

p
/2,

which case any time evolution of the morphology of the
peaks of photons emitted would still be apparent, although
more difficult to recognize.

3.3. Ambient Objects
In the previous sections, the time structure arose from

variations within the expanding shell. In this section, it is
assumed that the time variation occurs because the shell
interacts with inhomogeneities within the ambient medium.
The shells might encounter clouds with variations in density

& Me� sza� ros Or the shell might sweep over a(Rees 1994).
source of photons, upscattering these ambient photons to
gamma rays. For example, et al. pointed outEpstein (1993)
that a typical GRB spectrum looks like an AGN spectrum
that has been boosted. Furthermore, an AGN is one of the
few places that has enough photons to Ñood the rest of the
universe. Time variations might arise because the variations
in the brightness of blobs ejected from the AGN et(Epstein
al. A key problem with this suggestion is that well-1993).
localized GRBs do not seem to be correlated with the lumi-
nous mass (the ““ no host ÏÏ problem; et al.Fenimore 1993b).
Another suggestion is that the bursts occur in the collapsed
cores of globular clusters at cosmological distances and
each peak is due to the shell running over an individual star

& Dar This scenario has diffi-(Shemi 1994 ; Shaviv 1995).
culty explaining the FRED-like bursts and bursts with a
large number of peaks.

3.3.1. Ambient Objects and Burst Substructure

Let us call the thickness of the expanding shell and*r
Athe radius of the ambient object in the rest frame *ramb.Whether or not the ambient object collapses onto the shell

in a key distinction that must be made in order to under-
stand how the ambient object determines the time structure.
For example, a shell interacting with a cloud might be
expected to sweep all the material, e†ectively collapsing the
cloud onto the surface of the shell. In this case, the photon
production is similar to that of photons ““ A ÏÏ and ““ a ÏÏ in

The shell keeps up with the photons it produces,Figure 3.
and the duration of the collapse appears in arrival time as

*T*t\
*ramb
2!2c . (23)

The ambient object is most likely symmetric, so the size in
the perpendicular direction is the same as in the parallel
direction. Thus, there will also be a contribution

*T*rM \ *ramb2
4!2c2T

p
. (24)

Since is zero for collapsible objects (by deÐnition), the*r
Aobserved peak width will be some combination of and*T*TUnless (unlikely), the observed width*T*rA. T

p
Z !2*T

pwill be dominated by and The*T*rA *ramb [ 2!c(T
p
*T

p
)1@2.

observed widths of peaks often do not scale as thus, itT
p
~1 ;

seems that collapsible objects would have a difficult time
explaining the time history.

The alternative is that the ambient source does not col-
lapse but produces gamma rays on a scale of For*ramb.example, stars would not collapse. In this case, the e†ect of

scales as a thickness much like photons ““AÏÏ and ““ B ÏÏ*rambin and the width is determined from the lightFigure 3,
travel time across the overlap of the shell thickness and the
ambient source thickness. Both and are small,*T*T *T*rM
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so

*T
p
D *T*rA \min (*r

A
, *ramb)

c
. (25)

We note that usually all the peaks appear to be about the
same size (see Figs. and Stars might have similar1c 7c).
sizes, but there might be an insufficient density of stars to
account for the time history (see below). If the width of the
peaks were due to the distribution of cloud sizes, one might
expect a power-law distribution of peak widths, which is not
observed. Thus, it appears that is smaller than*r

A
*ramband determines An upper limit on is set by the*T

p
. *rambcondition that does not dominate. Therefore,*T*rM

3 ] 1010 cm\ c*T
p
\ *ramb\ 2!c(*T

p
T
p
)1@2

D 3 ] 1013!2 cm , (26)

where is 10~2!.!2
3.3.2. Ambient Objects and Burst Duration

The duration of events deÐned by ambient objects
depends on their distribution. The ambient objects
responsible for the peaks are contained in the volume swept
out of the shell within h D !~1. This volume is a cone with
a height of and a base radius of The volume2!2cT

p
!cT

p
.

grows as so one might expect the number of peaks perT
p
3,

unit time to grow as T 2 (which, of course, is not observed).
The shell apparently cannot utilize the ambient objects until
after some time perhaps because some ISM materialT0,must Ðrst be swept up before the shell can interact with the
ambient objects to generate gamma rays. If the burst dura-
tion is and peaks are observed, the required density isT

b
N

b

oambD
N

b
(2/3)n!4c3[(T0 [ T

b
)3[ T 03]

. (27)

We have clear limits on cannot be much smaller thanT0 : T0because we usually do not see the number of peaksT
bincrease as T 2. Furthermore, cannot be much larger thanT0since otherwise by local spherical symmetry, theT
b
/0.22,

objects at angles D!~1 would produce peaks later than
observed. Using T0D (5/2)T

b
,

o D 1.4] 108N
b
!2~4(100/T

b
)3 pc~3 . (28)

& Dar imply that globular clusters mightShaviv (1995)
have a high enough stellar density to explain many bursts.
However, the & Dar simulations were validShaviv (1995)
for instruments that make bolometric observations and,
therefore, could observe many stars at angles larger than
!~1 despite the Lorentz shift in their energies. In the case of
a shell moving through a globular cluster, should be D0T0in equations and The required density is larger(27) (11).
than estimated by Shaviv & Dar but still might be possible.
However, would give the average burstequation (11)
envelope and there seems to be no globular cluster
geometry that would produce a FRED if T0D 0.

We have treated ! as a free parameter. Often, one esti-
mates that the photon-quiet phase is roughly the time is
takes is energized the swept-up ISM, that is &(Me� sza� ros
Rees 1993),

E0D
4n
3

r03 oISMm
p
c2!2 , (29)

where is the total radiated energy, is the density ofE0 oISMthe ISM (typically 1 cm~3), and is the mass of a photon.m
pWe have shown that, due to shell symmetry, the radius of

the photon-quiet phase is roughly r0D 2!2cT1@2/0.22,
where is the FWHM. Therefore,T1@2

E0D 1.3] 1032T 1@23 !8 . (30)

A reasonable value of is 1051 ergs. Certainly, !D 103 isE0unlikely, since it would require ergs unless isE0D 1058 oISMvery small as it might be in a globular cluster & Dar(Shaviv
Thus, ! must be the order of 50È100. This justiÐes the1995).

scaling of ! in equation (28).
Since the size of the region isT

p
DT0 ] T

b
, D2!2(T0pc. For burst 2856, and] T

b
) D 0.07!22(Tb

/100) N
b
Z 75

s, so o must be the order of 3 ] 109 pc~3 within aT
b
D 150

radius of 0.1 pc if !\ 100.

3.4. T hick Shell with Substructure
Consider the situation in which material is ejected from

the central site with a range of Lorentz factors. If the veloci-
ties of the emitted particles vary during the release time, a
rough di†erentiation of velocities will occur and the
expanding shell will spread to a Ðnite thickness &(Rees
Me� sza� ros Suppose that the front of the1994 ; Piran 1994).
shell moves at and the back at Let be the!' !&. T

bduration of the event as measured in the arrival time. Once
the shell reaches a thickness of the time history canDcT

b
,

be formed simply by varying the emission of photons in
spatial coordinates in the DRF; emission from a region
with will map to a time history of duration in*r

A
\ cT

b
T
bthe detector (see Each subpeak arises from a regionFig. 6).

the order of Alternatively, a central site emitting for ac*T
p
.

duration could produce a thick shell with substructureT
beven without a spread in ! (Piran 1994).

To be relevant, the thick shell must grow to a *r
A

\ cT
bwithin a radius Otherwise, ther' \ 2!'2 c(T0] T

b
).

duration is dominated by the shell curvature (i.e., T
b
D

In the vertical dashed line subtends0.44T0). Figure 6,
D2!~1. Let be the curvature within D2!~1. If the shelld

cis much thicker than the observed time structure cand
c
,

arise from spatial substructure within the thick shell. To be
thick enough, and are related by!' !&

(v' [ v&)2!'2 (T0] T
b
)

\
A!'2
!&2

[ 1
B
c(T0] T

b
) [ 0.44(T0] T

b
) , (31)

which leads to

!'[ J1.4!& . (32)

& Me� sza� ros discuss shocks with aRees (1994) !'/!& \
in which shells of varying ! values collide and form2

shocks that emit gamma rays. In that model, some slow-
speed material leaves the central site Ðrst such that some
high-speed material catches up and causes shocks. In our
scenario, we emphasize that the high-speed material leaves
Ðrst and stretches out the thickness of the shell. This e†ec-
tively converts the shell into a parallel slab, and most of the
problems associated with local spherical symmetry are
eliminated.

3.5. Central Engine
Unlike the previous scenarios, a pure central engine does

not involve a single, expanding shell that moves away from
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FIG. 6.ÈThe relationship between observed time structure and the structure of the emitting region for a shell that has grown to be very thick and develops
substructure within the shell. If the thickness is larger than the radius of curvature within 2!2 (i.e., then the time structure will be dominated by(*Rparallel) d

c
),

the thickness and not local spherical symmetry. The duration of the event is determined from the thickness of the shell, and the individual peaks are
determined from the subregions that develop into gamma-rayÈproducing areas.

the central site. Rather, the central engine emits multiple
shells for a period roughly equal to the duration of the
observed GRBs (up to D103 s). The shells expand to a
radius of A release of these shells over a dura-D2!2c*T

p
.

tion in the DRF (which is also the rest frame of theT
bcentral site) results in the arrival of these shells in the detec-

tor over the same duration In this scenario, the radius ofT
b
.

the shell does not exceed that given by the duration of the
peaks in the time history.

3.6. Summary of Relationships Between T emporal
V ariations and the Physical Size

As the previous sections demonstrate, there are many
ways to interpret the observed time histories. sum-Table 2
maries these. Here is a typical pulse width, is the*T

p
T
b

observed duration of the event, is the duration of theT0photon quiet phase, and is the total duration of the eventT
DIn Table 2, R is the scale of the entire event and(\T0] T

b
).

is the perpendicular scale of the emitting region. The*R
M is always less than since thickness e†ects are not*R
A

c*T
p
,

a†ected by the expansion (see and A typical° 2.1 Figure 3).
use of R would be to estimate the amount of ISM material
that the event sweeps up. A typical use of and is to*R

M
*R

Aestimate the photon density in calculations of photon-
photon attenuation. For example, et al.Fenimore (1993a)
explicitly assumed either a stationary photosphere or a
central engine in estimating the size of the region relevant
for calculating the photon-photon attenuation. Nayakshin
& Fenimore use the results of this paper to obtain a(1996)
more realistic estimate.
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TABLE 2

SIZE ESTIMATES FROM VARIOUS MODELSa

Model R *R
M

Thin shells . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2c!2T
D

2c!T
DShell with patches from simultaneous conditions . . . . . . 2c!2T

D
2c!(T

p
*T

p
)1@2

Shell with patches from seeds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2c!2T
D

c!*T
p

Thick shell from spread in ! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2cT
D

A 1

!&2
[

1

!'2
B~1

cT
b
, c!*T

p

Thick shell from central engine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [cT
b

cT
b
, c!*T

pMultiple shells from central engine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2c!2*T
p

2c!*T
pStationary photosphere . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . c!*T

p
c*T

p

must always bea *R
A

\c*T
p
.

In the Ðrst three cases in R arises from the size ofTable 2,
the single shell (see Patches from simultaneouseq. [3]).
conditions are limited by whereas patchesequation (14),
that are limited by causality (i.e., growth from a seed) are
limited by Thick shells with substructure areequation (22).
dominated by thickness e†ects, so the duration arises from
the overall thickness of the shell, and the individual emitting
regions are set by The thick shell with substructure*T

p
.

could arise from either a single shell that spreads out due to
a spread in ! (see or by a central engine that feeds a° 3.4)
shell continuously. In the latter case, R is limited to be cT

b
.

Finally, for completeness, we include a stationary photo-
sphere with a relativistic wind (see Paczyn� ski 1986, 1990).
Since there is no motion of the emitting surface, the size is
limited by the light travel across the observable surface (i.e.,
the surface within !~1).

Although at Ðrst glance, many of the scenarios that we
have discussed seem to be very similar, demon-Table 2
strates that one obtains di†erent estimates of the overall size
or the size of the emitting region in each case. The overall
size of the region can vary from to and thecT

D
2!2T

D
,

perpendicular size of the emitting region can vary from
to We have explicitly only considered kine-c*T

p
2c!T

p
.

matic limits and have not considered the Ðreball physics
that might cause these changes. Several types of Ðreball
models have been considered in the literature. Some involve
““ impulsive ÏÏ Ðreballs in which the time structure arises in
the expanding shell. In Table 2, the impulsive model include
the thin shell, patches from simultaneous conditions
(probably caused by ISM variations ; see & ReesMe� sza� ros

patches from seeds (probably caused by internal1993),
shocks ; see & Me� sza� ros &Rees 1994, Piran 1994 ; Woods
Loeb and the multiple shell scenario. Other models1995),
involve ““ continuous energy input Ðreballs.ÏÏ In Table 2,
these models include the thick shell scenarios (see &Rees
Me� sza� ros & Piran and the stationary1994 ; Waxman 1994)
photosphere The thick shell from a(Paczyn� ski 1990).
spread in ! is a hybrid in which the time structure might
arise from the duration of the energy input or the spread in
size after the impulsive release.

4. DISCUSSION

We have outlined Ðve general scenarios in which most
existing models of GRB emission can fall. Each of these
scenarios has constraints outlined in on photonTable 1
emission based on the observations. We turn now to three
general classiÐcations covering the majority of burst types
and discuss how the burst scenarios can be used to account
for GRB time structure. The three classiÐcations are bursts

with a single or a few isolated sharp spikes, FREDs, and
bursts with complex time structure.

4.1. Sharp, Isolated Spikes
The time histories of bursts that fall into this category

consist of one or, at most, a few sharp spikes occurring
within a short duration. A example of such a burst is shown
in Note that the fall time is roughly the same asFigure 1a.
the rise time, so this is not just a very narrow FRED. Such
spikes can be examined by one of three scenarios. First, the
emission may arise from a full shell with local spherical
symmetry emitting photons at a low so that the FWHMt0due to the shell is smaller than the other[D0.22t0/(2!2)]
contributors to the width. For example, consider the contri-
bution arising from how the gamma-emitting region could
grow from a seed over time *t. The lack of a FRED-like
shape in Figure 1a implies that Since oft0[ *r/2. *T

pFigure 1a is only D0.5 s, must be or 5 ] 104 s fort0 [5!2,
!\ 100.

Second, the photons that cause the single spike could
arise from a single localized patch or seed at a larger t0.Although the bulk material might expand under local
spherical symmetry, the conversion to gamma rays could be
very asymmetric. In this case, is not limited to being smallr0because is assumed to be small to produce the sharp*r

Mtime proÐles observed. The region must, however, be signiÐ-
cantly smaller than the total region that lies within the
beam toward the detector. If the photons we observe were
emitted from only a small portion of the shell, then the total
energy requirements of the shell become greater by the ratio
of the total surface to that of the emitting surface. We deÐne
f to be the Ðlling factor ; that is, the ratio of the observed
emission to which we would be expected under local spher-
ical symmetry of the gamma-ray production :

f P
/ P(h, /, t)"~3 dA

/ "~3 dA
. (33)

For a patch to give a timescale of only the Ðlling factor*T
p
,

needs to be

f P
r
M
2

r2!2\ *T
p

T
p

\*t
p

t
p

. (34)

The shell would have produced a FRED if all of it emitted
but only a small region (e.g., patch in emittedFig. 5)
resulting in the dotted line in It is normallyFigure 4a.
assumed that the Ðreball energy is converted Ðrst to kinetic
energy of the shell and then converted to gamma rays. To
explain narrow spikes if is larger than D104, one mustt0assume either that the material is conÐned to a pencil beam
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with an opening angle of only or that only a regionD*t
p
/t0with a size converted its energy into gamma rays.D*t

p
/t0In the latter case, f is very small, and most of the energy of

the Ðreball is never converted into gamma rays. This could
raise the required energy to larger than the available by
merging neutron stars.

Third, a shell sweeping past a star can account for(° 3.3)
single sharp spikes. However, since the star interacts only
with a small fraction of the shellÏs surface the(D*ramb/!ct0),Ðlling factor ( f ) is, again, small.

4.2. FREDs
FREDs account for a signiÐcant proportion of all GRB

time histories. They can be explained easily by a single, full
shell emitting for a short dt at a radius wherer0\ 2!2cT0,This d-function emission discussed in pro-0.22T0\ *T

p
. ° 2

duces an envelope very similar to many observed FREDs. It
has a sharp rise ending in a cusp and falls o† slowly to
background. No other scenarios can explain so simply the
morphology of FRED GRBs. The FRED shape in arrival
time is determined solely from For example, we haveT

p
.

Ðtted to the time history of burst 1885 (seeequation (8) Fig.
The FWHM of the FRED is about 35 s, so is 157 s.1b). T0We have placed T \ 0 in Figure 1b about 157 s before the

FRED. From one can estimate !. Even usingequation (30),
a large value of (1052 ergs), equal to 35 s implies thatE0 T1@2!\ 80.

shows burst 678, which has statistically signiÐ-Figure 7a
cant subpeaks within an envelope that is roughly FRED-
like. The is 7.7 s, so implies that !D 140.T1@2 equation (30)
The presence of the subpeaks is explained easily as separate
regions that became active roughly simultaneously in the
DRF. If the conversion of bulk motion gamma rays has
local spherical symmetry on average over the shell, some
regions could be more efficient at producing gamma rays
than others. The peaks in the tail of the FRED arrive later
at the detector because they are due to regions o†set from
the line connecting the central explosion and the observer.
Since the late-arriving peaks are due to regions o†set by
angle h from the tip of the ellipsoid, those regions should
have a di†erent Lorentz boost factor. The region near the
tip of the ellipsoid produces the signal near the peak of the
FRED, and its spectrum is the comoving spectrum boosted
by (see For a peak arriving at time T , the"

p
~1 \ 2! eq. [1]).

boost factor is Thus, we predict that the relative2!T
p
/T .

boost factor in a FRED is simply Note that one needsT
p
/T .

to know where T \ 0 is, but that can be found from the
shape of the FRED. There is a one-to-one mapping of the
relative boost factor to the FRED shape ; this is shown in

In Figure 7a, the arrow indicates where the spec-Figure 4b.
trum should be boosted by a factor of 2 less than at the peak
of the FRED (assuming that a \ 1.5). Indeed, burst 678 and
others FREDs show substantial softening through the tail.
A detailed analysis to see if the softening is consistent with
Figure 4b is in preparation. Since time is also a†ected by the
Lorentz transformation, the average temporal structure at
the arrow should be twice as long as the temporal structure
near the peak.

In contrast to burst 678, some GRBs (e.g., burst 451) have
extremely smooth proÐles in which the intensity follows a
clear pattern. Smooth-proÐle GRBs could present special
problems for relativistic shells. In the context of relativistic
shells, the smoothness arises because of nearly identical
conditions on a shell over distances the order of D!cT .

FIG. 7.ÈFits of expected signals from relativistic shells of GRB time
histories. (a) Burst 678 has a FRED-like envelope but many individual
peaks. The solid curve is the expected signal if the shell started to expand at
time 0. The arrow points to the time at which the spectrum should be softer
by a factor of 2. The time structure should also be dilated by a factor of 2.
(b) The dashed line is a Ðt of a relativistic shell to Burst 219. The deduced
start time for the shell is at time 0. This burst had a precursor 100 s before
this peak. The solid line is the expected shape, assuming that the shell
started at the time of the precursor. Either only a very small amount of the
shell was converted into gamma rays, or this is an example of a central
engine ; that is, multiple shells spread out over 100 s. (c) Burst 2831, a long
complex burst. The dashed line is an expected shape from a single shell that
becomes gamma active for a short time. The dotted curve is the expected
shape for a shell that becomes active over a range of times. The Ðve solid
curves are the shapes expected if a single shell becomes active at Ðve
di†erent times. In all cases, only a small fraction of the shellÏs surface
generates the gamma rays. This demonstrates the ““ shell symmetry ÏÏ
problem: the envelopes of most GRB time histories are not consistent with
local spherical symmetry.
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Causality is not violated because the coordinated bright-
ness comes about from local spherical symmetry, not by the
propagation of a faster than light signal. However, if the
smoothness of the intensity is from nearly identical condi-
tions, then the spectral softening should be expected to
follow closely If it does not follow then"/"\T

p
/T . "/"

p
,

the smoothness probably arises from the propagation of a
signal, and the perpendicular size is limited by causality

rather than by the shell size see In(c!*T
p
) (2c!T

D
; Table 2).

such a case, the Ðlling factor is very small and(D[T
p
/T

D
]2),

the gamma-rayÈproducing regions must subtend only
sr. Since the region is small, the required ! toD(*T

p
/T

D
/!)2

avoid strong photon-photon attenuation is larger
& Fenimore The net result is that the(Nayakshin 1996).

emission would be conÐned to angular scales of \10~8 sr, a
serious problem for any cosmological model. Thus, if the
smooth-proÐle GRBs do not have the predicted softening
pattern, the emitting region is probably unacceptably small.

shows burst 219, which has several large peaksFigure 7b
on a FRED-like envelope. Thus, it is similar to burst 678 in
Figure 7a, except that some patches appear to have a wider
range of gamma-ray efficiency producing a wider variation
in peak height. The dashed curve is the widest FRED-like
shape that we could Ðt to the envelope of emission. Includ-
ing more of the large peaks in the Ðt would make the
FWHM of the FRED-like shape smaller. Based on the
FWHM, the time equal to zero in Figure 7b is when the
shell responsible for the emission started. We believe that it
is reasonable to attribute the peak shape to an expanding
relativistic shell that became gamma active after s.T0D 30
However, the peak shown in Figure 7b is actually the
second peak from this event. The Ðrst peak occurred 100 s
earlier. If one assumes a single explosion (e.g., two merging
neutron stars), must be at least 100 s for the second peak.T

pThe solid curve in Figure 7b shows the expected FRED-like
shape based on being at least 100 s. Either the two peaksT

pin burst 219 have a temporal separation because they were
caused by two separate explosions (i.e., a central engine), or
the second peak must have a low f, and only a small portion
of the shell within !~1 became gamma active. We have used
f\ 0 (see If f[ 0, the discrepancy between theeq. [12]).
observed envelope and that predicted from the precursor
would be even larger.

We consider burst 219 to be an excellent example that
points to central engines as the origin of the overall dura-
tion of GRBs. et al. deÐne precursor activityKoshut (1995)
as weak emission that is separated from the remaining emis-
sion by an interval that is at least as long as the remaining
emission. Using the notation of et al. anyKoshut (1995),
burst that has is a strong contender forqmainZ 2.5*tdetbeing a central engine. (Here one should use an estimate of
the duration of the FRED-like component for A fewqmain.)percent of the BATSE bursts probably satisfy the condition.
A signiÐcant difficulty that lies in a central engine explana-
tion is that cosmological objects must emit D1050 ergs on a
timescale that compares to the observed durations.

4.3. Complex Bursts
This category includes all bursts whose time histories

contain more substructure than those discussed above. The
bursts in Figures and fall into this category. We will1c 7c
discuss three scenarios that could produce long complex
bursts. The Ðrst is trivial : a central engine can explain any
time history. The second involves expanding shells that

convert their energy into gamma rays because of some
process internal to the shell (such as shocks). The third
scenario involves interactions with ambient objects external
to the shell such as clouds or stars.

The basic problem with attempting to explain large
complex scattering bursts with shells that expand and then
convert their kinetic energy into gamma rays is that it
should be possible to discern a FRED-like shape or a sum
of FRED-like shapes. In we have attempted toFigure 7c
identify ways that V (T ) could account for the time history.
A single shell (e.g., the dashed curve in Fig. 7c) implies low f :
many portions of the shell did not convert their energy into
gamma rays. Multiple shells could help increase f. The Ðve
solid lines represent shells at Ðve di†erent NoteT

p
-values.

that each successive shell produces a FRED-like structure
that is progressively wider. Again, f would be small. Another
alternative is a shell that emits for a range of times. The
dotted line in Figure 7c is a Ðt using Again,equation (11).
the quiet times have to be attributed to regions that did not
turn on as gamma-ray sources, implying a low f.

The third scenario that might be applicable to long
complex bursts is one in which the time structure comes
from the shell interacting with ambient inhomogeneities
such as clouds in the ISM or stars. Collapsible objects (see

should produce peaks that have variations in their° 3.3)
widths (see in Long complex bursts often*T*r

M
Table 1).

have peaks that are remarkably similar throughout the
burst (see One expects ! to vary as the shell losesFig. 1c).
energy, and there is no reason why all the ambient objects
should be the same size. Only peaks from noncollapsible
objects are independent of ! and the size distribution of the
objects. Ambient objects are acceptable only if the objects
are noncollapsible, are between 3] 1010 and 3 ] 1013 cm
in size and have density on the order of 3 ] 109(!/eq. [26],
100)~4 pc~3 over a region of pc It is notD0.1!2 (eq. [28]).
clear what ambient objects can fulÐll these characteristics.
Stars have the right size and are noncollapsible but may not
have the requisite density. ISM variations are probably col-
lapsible, and they probably usually have larger sizes. Pre-
viously, it was thought that could be very large, reducingT0the required density. However, large cannot be muchT0bigger than the observed duration, since otherwise addi-
tional peaks would be seen at Perhaps ! is asD0.22T0.large as 103. Then the required objects can be as large as
1014 cm, the density as small as 3 ] 106 pc~3 within a
radius of 10 pc. However, then requires toequation (30) E0be 1062 ergs. In any case, these ambient objects cannot be
arranged randomly, since the separation in the peaks occurs
with a log-normal distribution rather than with a random
distribution & Fenimore(Li 1996).

Thus, from the kinematics and the observed time struc-
ture, we conclude that it is very difficult to explain long
complex bursts with a single shell (except for FREDs). It
seems that such structure can arise only from either a
central engine or a thick shell with substructure (e.g., Rees
& Me� sza� ros & Firan1994 ; Piran 1994 ; Waxman 1994).

5. CONCLUSIONS

The Large Lorentz factor required to allow the high-
energy photons escape from GRBs results in a shell that is
only visible when seen head on ; GRBs rarely appear as the
sides of a jet. When viewed head on, the curvature of the
shell is just as important as the expansion in determining
the temporal structure. Thus, local spherical symmetry
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needs to be assumed. The principle of local spherical sym-
metry can explain easily the FRED-like bursts. We predict
that, if FREDs are the result of a shell, they can be Ðtted by

where the only true free parameter is the startT0(T /T0)~a~2,
time. The spectra should soften as FRED-like burstsT /T0.with precursors provide a strong argument that the time
histories are due to a central engine rather than a single
release of energy (see Fig. 7b).

If smooth-proÐle bursts do not soften as then theT /T0,size of the emitting region is probably determined by light-
travel time and, therefore, extremely small : less than

sr.(*T
p
/T

D
/!)2D 10~8

Short spikes must have very small photon-quiet phases
(104 s), or the material is beamed on a scale much smaller
than !~1, or the conversion of bulk motion to gamma rays
must have a small Ðlling factor ; that is, only a small portion
of the shell is ever induced into producing gamma rays. This
would raise the overall energy requirements.

Long complex bursts present a myriad of problems for
the models. The duration of the event is The longDt0(2!2).
duration cannot be due to large since it requires toot0,much energy to sweep up the ISM Nor can it be(eq. [30]).
due to small ! if the time variation is due to ambient
objects, since the density of such objects is unreasonable (eq.

Long events with small ! and time variations due to[28]).
shocks must explain why they almost always violate local
spherical symmetry. We introduce the ““ shell symmetry ÏÏ
problem for cosmological GRBs : models that arise from a
single, central release of energy that forms a relativistic shell
must somehow explain how either the material is conÐned
to pencil beams narrower than !~1 or how a shell can have
a low Ðlling factor with the resulting higher energy require-
ments. Without such explanations, local spherical sym-
metry requires a FRED-like shape. Ambient objects can be
inhomogeneous, and there could be situations in which they
would produce a low Ðlling factor. However, this might help
to explain a few non-FRED time histories, whereas most
GRB time histories are non-FRED. We show that the
thickness (in contrast to the duration) of the gamma-ray
emission can dominate easily because the contribution from
the thickness is not a†ected by ! (see Many burstsTable 1).
have 1 s timescales, so the emitting region cannot be thick-
ner than 1 s, whereas the radius of the shell is 2!2T , where
T can be hundreds of seconds. The number of peaks per
unit time does not usually increase as T 2 ; thus, must beT0large. However, a large should produce a FRED-likeT0envelope with a width of The width of the peaksD0.22T0.
can remain remarkably constant throughout a long burst.
Only ““ noncollapsible ÏÏ ambient objects produces peak
widths independent of ! and the size distribution of the
ambient objects because noncollapsible objects produce
peak widths by thickness e†ects rather than duration e†ects.
Explanations that depend on duration (e.g., growth of
shocks) have a pulse width that depends on *t/!2 (see Table

Thus, a constant peak width requires that either !1).
changes in time as *t1@2 (no theory seems to predict this), or
that ! and *t remain constant through the photon emis-
sion. Although it is reasonable that *t is constant, most
theories expect ! to decrease as the shell loses energy.

Most of the above problems arise because the local spher-
ical symmetry requires weaker emission from material at
h D !~1, which will arrive later by The ““ thick shellD0.2T0.with substructure ÏÏ model is a promising way to over-(° 3.4)
come this and still have a single release of energy at the
central site. If the shell thickens such that it is much wider
than the radius of curvature of the shell within !~1, it will
act as a parallel slab, not a spherical surface. A parallel slab
with embedded, small substructure that grows from a seed
(as shocks might) could explain most GRB time history
envelopes.

summarizes various models and what sizes oneTable 2
obtains based on the observed and The overall sizeT

D
*T

p
.

of the region can vary from to and the perpen-cT
D

2!2T
D
,

dicular size of the emitting region can vary from toc*T
p2c!T

p
.

Merging neutron stars release their energy over a short
period of time and require an expanding shell to explain the
observed time variations. The expansion can be relativistic
to allow the escape of photons well above the pair pro-
duction threshold. Our analysis indicates that for burst time
histories, a central engine explanation is preferred in which
the duration is dictated by the duration of the energy
release at the central site. Failed supernova (Woolsey 1993 ;

& Woolsey at cosmological distancesHartmann 1995)
might provide the central engine. However, failed super-
nova do not produce the superrelativistic shells necessary to
explain the high-energy emission. Alternatively, neutron
stars in the halo of our Galaxy could provide the central
site, since the energy release within any peak is not large
enough to destroy the object. The requisite relativistic
expansion is smaller at distances commensurate with halo
models can be produced with a much smaller ! (see

& FenimoreNayakshin 1996).
If GRBs are central engines, then each peak is probably

due to a relativistic expanding shell. In that case, the results
of this paper can be applied to the individual peaks. Most
peaks have faster rises than falls et al. and(Norris 1996,

could be used to estimate their characteristics.equation (11)
The rise of the pulse is related to the duration of the photon-
active phase, and the fall is related to the duration of the
photon-quiet phase.
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